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Our audit dates have been confirmed for
the 14th and 15th of June which is immediately after the Queen’s Birthday
public holiday. The audit will be conducted in at the Workshop this year and employees involved in the audit interviews
have been informed.
The Entry meeting will be at 9:00 am on
the Tuesday and the Exit meeting is
scheduled for approximately 2:00 pm on
the Wednesday. We will of course let
everyone know the exact time when the
auditors have informed us.
Lorraine, Rhonda and I will be away at
the end of May attending the National
Work conference where we hope to gain
more information on the National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Written by Tabitha Alker
This month we had the Ultra Lube accounts which are now folded and
ready to be posted away. We also did some administration folding which
really helped Rhonda out because Lyn was away for a week and Kerry
was away for two weeks. We are very happy to have both ladies back
at work now.
We had a lady come in for three days a week to help us out with jobs.
She also assisted with some craft activities which were put into the
Gunnedah Show.
Tabitha entered her painting of her
garden in the show. It was a mix of
different mediums and looked fantastic Bec Ayton entered her rag rug
and also some button jewellery.
Both girls will be looking for other
projects to start on now.
Right: “My Garden” by
Tabitha Alker
We sold fifteen bags of rag in one
day last week so the girls have been
very busy cutting more rag to rebuild our stock.
We were very sad to say farewell to Linda who retired at the end of
March. She contributed a lot to preparing the newsletter and organising
the footy tipping competition over the last 10 years and she shall be
greatly missed. We hope Linda will come and visit us now and then.
With Mother’s Day approaching we will be making some special cards in
craft. We wish all the mothers out there a wonderful day of being appreciated and loved. You deserve it everyday but we hope you are especially spoilt on Mother’s Day.
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A promotional video will be made this week about the Top Hat and Mooki
Woodworks. It will be screened with the advertisements at the cinema
so you will see it next time you go to the movies.
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Written by Ray Gaynor
1.
2.

In rhyming slang, if someone said they we going to have a “bopeep”, what would they be doing?
Australians hold the world record for which amazing feat?
A) Fastest Beer bottle opening; B) Largest Christmas Cracker; C)
Most Sheep Sheared in 24 hours or D) Largest Chicken Dance

3.

What is Kylie Minogue’s lingerie line called?

4.

Where is the Big Prawn?

5.

Approximately how many rabbits are there in Australia today?
A) 3 million; B) 30 million; C) 300 million or D) 3,000 million.

6.

What was the name of Olivia Newton-John’s chain of clothing
stores?

7.

What outback town’s population swells from 120 to crowds of over
5000 for a racing carnival?

8.

Which of the following is not an Australian innovation?
A) Chiko Roll; B) Lawn Sprinkler; C) Plastic bank notes; D) Dual
flush toilet or E) Wine Cask?

9.

What creature does Jana Pittman have tattooed on her body?

10. The Idiot Fruit and Darling Peas are poisonous. True or False?

Hello everyone,
Things have continued to roll along in Mooki this past month. The
boys continue to maintain stocks of pegs while Brian keeps up with
weighing and filling the Prydes buckets.

Ray Mason and I finished replacing the cupboard and doors on the internal wall of the kitchen which had suffered a great amount of water
damage. This caused a little disruption to the rest of the Workshop
as we had to turn the water off a few times while installing fittings
around water pipes. Some people didn’t like having to wash the cups
and plates up in the laundry tub either but it was only for a couple of
days and all is back in order now.
On a very sad note Ray Mason has decided to retire at the end of
May. I cannot say enough about the contribution Ray has made to
the Workshop in the fifteen years he has been with us. His
knowledge and skill have enabled Mooki to produce many great pieces of furniture and items for custom orders. Along with many others
I have learnt a lot from Ray and will personally miss his presence and
the support he has given me in my role here. We shall be having a
barbecue to say farewell closer to his leaving date.
Until next time, stay safe.
Ray

11. What Australian movie includes the phrase, “Tell him he’s dream
ing”?

ANSWERS
1. Having a look or a “sticky-beak” 2. B - Largest Christmas Cracker
3. Love Kylie 4. Ballina 5. C - 300 million 6. Koala Blue 7. Birdsville
8. B - Lawn sprinkler 9. Bee 10. True 11. The Castle 12. Frilled Lizard
14
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Written by Sonya Lodge
Hi everyone, another month has come and gone and we are edging closer than ever to Christmas and the end of the year. It's been pretty busy
out here at Recyclit with everyone working really hard.
Anzac day will be here soon and it is a time to reflect on and remember
our serving men and women, past and present who served and protected our glorious nation.
Several people from Recyclit will be marching in the parade this year
with Andrew marching for the Salvation Army and for his Father who
was in the Light Horse brigade in WWII. Jesse and Jamie will be marching for GS Kidd School and Curtis for the S E S. You all make us very
proud for the services you all perform for the Community and the way
you all represent Gunnedah Workshop Enterprises. Well done all of you
and thank you.
That's all from us till next month — Recyclit

Need a costume for a theme party, Book Week,
the Eisteddfod or putting a play on at School?
Look no further than Top Hat Costume Hire located at
Gunnedah Work Shop Enterprises Ltd, 71 Conadilly Street
Gunnedah. Phone (02) 6742 1318.

From the Mad Workshop Riddler
Q: Who says sticks and stones may break my bones, but words will
never hurt me? A: A guy who has never been hit with a dictionary.
Q: How do you make a fire with two sticks? A: Make sure one is a
match!

Q. Why did the banana go to the hospital? A: Because he wasn’t
peeling well!
Q: What’s the slipperiest country? A: Greece!
Q: Why can’t you say a joke while standing on ice? A: Because it
might crack up!
Q: Why did the orange stop in the middle of the hill? A: It ran out of
juice!
Q: What do postal workers do when they’re mad? A: They stamp
their feet.
Q: Why are the floors of basketball courts always so damp? A: The
players dribble a lot.
Q: What starts with E, ends with E and only has one letter? A: An
envelope.
Q: What is at the end of everything? A: The letter G.
Q: What nails do carpenters hate to hit? A: Fingernails.

We have a great range of costumes and accessories in
sizes from children to adults and a wide and diverse wardrobe of
characters to choice from.
Trestle tables are also now for hire.
Planning a party or function—think Top Hat Costume Hire.
4
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NATIONAL STANDARDS FOR DISABILIT Y SERVICES
STANDARD 1—RIGHTS

You have the right to be treated fairly when you use a
Disability Service.
May 1 - Mothers Day Raffle; Gunnedah Services and Bowling Club
Tickets on sale from 11am, Draw starts 1pm

Rights for people
You have the right to exercise control and choice
when you use services or supports. You also have
the right to dignity of risk and to be free from discrimination or harm.

May 7- Gunnedah Rugby Club 125th Year Anniversary Ball. Gunnedah
Rugby Club House, Wandobah Road. Cost $85.00 per person. Dress—
Black tie

Outcome for people

May 8 – Mothers Day Races at Riverside Race Course. Gates open at
10am. Cost unknown

You can make choices about the services and supports you use, and how you use them. When you
use a service or support, you are respected and

May 8— Sunday Sessions, combination of live music and markets at the
Gunnedah Kennell Club. Opens 9am to 3pm
May 21 - Gunnedah Country Markets. Open from 8.30am to 1:00pm, at
Wolseley Park

Standard for service
The service promotes individual rights to freedom of
expression, self-determination and decision-making and actively prevents abuse,
harm, neglect and violence.

Indicators of practice
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1:1

The service, its staff and its volunteers treat individuals with dignity and respect.

THE BOWER BIRD SHOP

1:2

The service, its staff and its volunteers recognise and promote individual freedom
of expression.

The Bower Bird Shop is
your one stop shop for preowned furniture, kitchen
ware, nick knacks, outdoor/
garden items, tools and much more, or are you looking for projects to
do.
Do you have any unwanted non-electrical items large or small that are no
longer used? Are you moving and don’t want to take some things with
you, then we are the place for you.
All donations greatly accepted, all sales go back into assisting the employees i.e. Training and assistance.
The Bower Bird Shop is open Monday to Thursday 8am to 3.45.pm, Friday 8am to 2.45pm and Saturday 9am to 11am, inside the Recyclit Shed
at Gunnedah Waste Management Facility, 418 Quia Rd Gunnedah (02)
67421522.

1:3

The service supports active decision-making and individual choice including the
timely provision of information in appropriate formats to support individuals, families, friends and carers to make informed decisions and understand their rights and
responsibilities.

1:4

The service provides support strategies that are based on the minimal restrictive
options and are contemporary, evidence-based, transparent and capable of review.

1:5

The service has preventative measures in place to ensure that individuals are free
from discrimination, exploitation, abuse, harm, neglect and violence.

1:6

The service addresses any breach of rights promptly and systemically to ensure
opportunities for improvement are captured.

1:7

The service supports individuals with information and, if needed, access to legal
advice and/or advocacy.

1:8

The service recognises the role of families, friends, carers and advocates in safeguarding and upholding the rights of people with disability.

1:9

The service keeps personal information confidential and private.
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The Roving Reporter
Written by Lorraine Maddigan

Well there sure has been a lot happening within our Service lately.
We had the Health Checks several weeks ago and then nearly everyone lined up to have their ‘flu shots this week. There was a tremendous response to both clinics and lots of benefit. Let’s hope we can
all avoid the ‘flu this year.

Which season do you prefer: Summer or Winter and why?
Sonya: Winter it is easier to warm up than to cool down.
Brendan: Both seasons because in winter he can play Rugby and
Summer because he can play cricket.
Jesse: Winter I like it colder.
Robert: Winter.
Darrell E: Both likes all seasons.
Curtis: Winter it’s not hot.
Alex: Both, he can snuggle in Winter and swim in Summer.
Luke: Summer—I like the hot weather.
Mitchell: Both seasons.
The HEALTH AND SAFETY TOPIC FOR MAY IS

FIRST AID RESPONSE
Do you know your “D R A B C D”?
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D

DANGER

R

RESPONSE

Check response by talk and touch. If unresponsive, call
000.

A

AIRWAY

Ensure airway if OPEN and CLEAR. If obstructed, rol onto side and clear airway.

B

BREATHING

C

COMPRESSIONS

Check for SIGNS of LIFE. If unresponsive and not
breathing, give 30 compressions

D

DEFIBRILLATION

ATTACH Automated External Defibrillator (AED). If available turn on AED and follow prompts.

Ensure the scene is safe for others, yourself and the
casualty

Last week we had a number of board members come in and help
with a video production which was made about the Top Hat Costumes Hire Shop. This video will be used in the advertising feature
at the cinema and will be shown with every movie for two months.
The client survey is currently being conducted by Lyn and Kerry.
This of course is part of our preparation for the surveillance audit in
June. Maree, James and Brogan will be visiting us on the 14th and
15th and we are looking forward to catching up with them again.
Before the audit I have the National NDS conference to attend in
Canberra with Mick and Rhonda. The three of us are going so we
don’t miss any of the concurrent sessions at the conference. Like all
other Disability Employment Services, we will be seeking answers to
many questions about the NDIS.
For those who are fortunate to have a Mum around be sure to spoil
her on Sunday the 8th to show her how much you love and appreciate her the rest of the year.
Cheers for now
Lorraine

LOOK, LISTEN and FEEL for breathing. If not breathing
normally, give two breaths.
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Brain teasers
SPOT THE DIFFERENCES

COUNT THE MICE
How many mice can you find hiding in this picture?
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Method

QUICK NO YEAST DONUTS

Heat the oil to 190 °C in a deep fryer or medium sized pot.
Whisk the milk, egg and vanilla in a small bowl and then add this wet
mixture to the flour (in another bowl) and mix until completely combined. You are looking for a thick consistency in the batter.
Combine the sugar and cinnamon in a medium sized bowl and set
aside. In another medium sized bowl, whip the cream with the icing
sugar and vanilla until thick and smooth.
Use one of the below methods to get the batter into the oil:
Get 2 tablespoons and spoon a ball into the oil using the other spoon to
quickly scrape off the batter. (If you can “quenelle” this is the easiest
way.)
Use a ice cream scoop to drop them into the oil (be careful about
splash backs!).

This recipe takes as long as it takes to heat up the oil. These donuts
might not be the usual shape but they are really light and totally moreish, so much so that you might need to make 2 batches...
Ingredients








1 cup Self Raising Flour
½ cup Full Cream Milk
1 teaspoon Vanilla (from 1 bean or paste)
1 Large Egg (65-70gms)
Enough Vegetable Oil for deep Frying
1 cup Sugar
2 tablespoons Ground Cinnamon

Put into a zip lock bag, cut the corner and squeeze into the oil. (This is
make long thin donuts.)
Fry on each side for 30-40 seconds then take out of the oil and drop
straight into the cinnamon sugar and toss until well coated. It is important to do this straight away otherwise the cinnamon sugar won’t
stick.
You can either eat them now or place a few into a bowl then drizzle on
some raspberry jam and cream or ice cream.

For Serving
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Good Quality Raspberry Jam
Chantilly Whipped Cream:
250ml pouring cream
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